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The Kamehameha Early Education Program

The Kamehameha,Early Education Program (KEEP) is a research and

development program of. the Kamehameha Schoolo/B:rnice P, Bishop Estate.

The mission of KEEP is,-the.development, demonstration. and dissemination
6

of !methods for improving the education of Hawaiian and Part-Hawalian
.

children. These activit4s are conducted at the.Ka Nati Pono Reseerch

.
and Demonstration School, and in public classrooms in cooperation with

,

the State Departmfnt of U.Acation. KEEP projects and activities involve

many aspects of, the eduCitional process, including teacher training,

curriculum development, and, child motivation, language, and cognitiom.
. .

More detailed descriptiona of KEEP's history.and operations are presented:.

in Technical, Reports 01-4. .=
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Abstract

All the skills which comprise academic readiness have not been' described,

,

or agreed upon by all teachers. generally, however, they include a certets,

level of ability to listen, to folZow instructions, and .o undbrsiand some

aspects of language.

Roughly one-fouith of entering KEEP pupils have required systematic

instruction in these readiness skills; othert0havie strived at school ready

to be instructea. Occasionally, intense individual readiness programsshalie

been needed (see Technical, Report 09).

fhis'papers by:Kathryn H. Au, describes the early stages of KEEP's
..

efforts to develop a systematic, program which would meet the needs of the

25%of children req6iring it. Some elements of this program ;are now being

researched more carefully, and 1975-76 will see a large-scale evaluation
.)

of our readiness program..

This Technical Report is addressed primarily to Other teachers in.the

hope that Ms. Au's experiences may provide stimulating ideas for use in

other classrooms.

The Editor



Technical Report D34

A Preilminary'Report on Teaching Academic Readiness

Kathryn N. Au

About 252 of the children enrolled in the KEEP school, have enough

O

problems with adademic readiness to require special instruction.. Of course,

some preacademic skills must be taught to all our five-year olds; however,

onefourth of our pupils need instruction in very-basic readiness areas,

and their needs are so similar that a regular program of readiness :instruc-

tion cap be used.

The program ideas desiribed In this paper require a great deal. of

,

.systematiC investigation, and several are nowthe subject of. §pecific

r&learch. .However, they have, shown enough merit to make them the basis for

our evolving readi4ss program, and perhaps they may stimulate othet

teachers to try them, to develop them, and to improve them.

The eight children why were in the special class described heteali

had scores: of zeropn-a reading pretest given to thar kindergarten class

at the beginning of th 'second semester. About one- quarter of theway

throUgh the semester, a first grade girl'froma nonEnglish-speaki'?g home

also joined the class. The kindergarten group consisted of,fiVe'bOys and

threeitirls. All of the children's families receive financial assistance

from the State. None of the children were problem children 4.erterms of

inappropriate or disruptive behavior, aftd all had shown progress since

entering school; yet all were learning more slowly than their peers. The

'problem, as pereeiVed by the teacher.-was'to give them skills which their

9

academically more successful-peers arready'ppssessed, and, in Many. cases,

5



had had before entering school, Thus, the special progriv focused on

. developing the students' attention,,1 behilvfors at the same time as.other.
o

reading-related skills wer also developed,.,

Attentionaigehaviors

The development of atientiopal behaviors began with the easiest

behaviors and progressed the more difficult. The Ti-est set of behaviots

had to dn with havng-the-hild face the-teacher. Students were seated at

chairs.abehind tables arramied so that it was -easy fO?ih
4'

em to look directly

at the teacher. Children

table when hat raised, to

ere asl(ed to leave their hands foldedon the

revent them from touching other children or

'playing with pencils. The. were also asked to sic with their chairs close

. .

to the table, and with all four legs of the chair touching the floor at

all times. Attention to these details ensured a general body orientation

to the teacher, and a.minimum of potentially distracting physical mce.emeat.

The next set of behaviors had to di) with visual attention. The

1

students were told where td look, whether at the teacher or a stimulus

objeCt, but in eithte case, the directions were made as explicit as possible.

In many cases, the teacherldirected the students' attention even further by

pointing to the object to be viewed.

The most difficult se if behaviors were those involving the students'

listening to what the teacher was saving. This was a prohlem from the teacher's

point of view, since it was impossible to tell if a student had actually

been listening, other than ',by quest.iorang. Again, the Xisiclents were told
.

exactly what to listen for Many seemed to quickly develop the appearance
oe

of listening, but actua14 only continued te take in what was happening '

visually. Becauseof this, listening for information was much more 'v4

*difficul. to shape up.than looking.
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While these attentional behaviors were being'reinforced, other behaviors'

were being gradually extinguished or greatly reduced in frequency, such as

look1ng away from the.teacher or falling of one's chair, Many of these were
4 .

at first maintained by the'reinforcemeot the children provided for each other.

It was felt to be more desirable to channel theses interactions intp,acceptable

routes rather than eliminate all of them. For example, the children wanted "

to help one another by providing correct answers to earl other, Since this

at least ensured that they were.attending and kneA7 the response-themselves,

it wails not completely discourage Later, as it became. more reinforcing

to give the onswer themselves and'receive a token for their egforts, the

situation gradually Solved itself and answers were no longer whispered about.

Reinforcers

The teacher relied m;;Thly on tokens paired with verbal praise to reward40
desired atntional and other responses. The tokens used were two-inch

high,plas'tic letters which were attractive and interesting to the chi- ldren.

The back-up reinforcer for the letters was the reading party described in

Technical Report #26.

tie y
.

Oneof ttemost important reinforcers was the teacher's attention which'

came every time students were called upon to respond. Children were not

called on unless they raised their hands and looked at the teacher. If a

correct response was given, the teacher usually expresed her approval with

words es well as with a token. 'Occasionally tht teacher would also use-

physical contact as a reinforcer, by!shaking hands with the children.'

The attention of other children was also esed as a reinforcer, The

'children were asktd to clap for one another. f:r example, and when turns

were being taken, they were sometimes asked to call on another student

who had his hand raised. //'
. .

1 1-e
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te;)chifdren were given many privileges as reinforcers. One was chooaing"
. ,

which colas pen the teacher would use to write with on the oveihead projector.

Another was collecting the letters fpam classmates when the class was finished.

, Still another was reading aloud the names of the other children at the end of

4

class. At qther times, a child was asked to choose the next activity for

the class to do.

Claes_Structute

kfixed routine was established with the,goal of developing attentibnal

behaviors that minimized distractions. The children wee assigned placps,'and

when-the teacher told them it was time for reading, they all carried their

chairs to their places at the tables. They were then told to put their head's

down. On their arms-and wait for the teacher without talking. As soon as a'

child showed that he was attending, the teacher reinforced him with a token.

Tokens were often accompanied by i.statement which dpecified -the appropriate

7\ehaviors such as, "You're showing me that you're ;ready for reading`11 beingq
;

/

sa quiet."

The children then raised their heads on the teacher's command of "Heads

up" and Ehelesson would begin. The children were instructed to raise their

hands if they wished to be .ailed o); The hand-raising behavior proved an aid

to bets students and teacher, enabling the teacher to tell which clyldren were

attending and ,able to respond' correctly, and giving the ,,children a way to

signal to the teacher that they kn ts,the correct, response.

The lessons were held
;
twice.a morning, and each usually lastedabout

. ..

20 minutes with two or EnTWe different activities planned at a time.

IA';,

The teacher recognized that there were differences id:the children's
f.

, /
i .

1

backgrounds which taabled some to perform more difficult tasks than others.

She,attempted to-give 011 children an equal opportunity to respond correctly
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by giving more difficult tasks toaome-gia easier tasks toosthers. 4 the
.__,---

end of the class, 52Ieb--,-th-I1d was called upon to count the number,of tokenic

. ---r-' . ,

he hajived during the course of the lesson. The teacher then wrote his
------

me
,-/-pn the overhead projector, and beside' his name the number of tokens he

......,

hid. Thu thild or children with the most tokens got.a star for the reading
.

4.

party. This ritual had a gr&t dealof value for the Oildrea;_accurate_
A

4

4
counting was reinforced, and the children also hado concrete way of measuring

theit own perfor The teacher dismissed the students with the most
4

tokens- first; giving-them much praise in'front of the rest of the class.

Preposition Training

PreP;sition training proved to be more difficAt than anticipated

. ,

because certain .words and phrases had no fixed meanings in the children's ?"

minds. The idea that "on top of" always meant something different from "under"

was apparently not:well-established. At the beginning of the semester, all

.

of the children with one exception could respond to' verbal commands,..s6ch'as

"Put the book on the table" and differentiate between "put the book on the

'table" and "At it under the table- gowever. they' could not correctly. .

destribe the two situations when given pictures of them. For e.sample, given

one picture with the book under a table, the children seemed to respond

randomly, saying either, "under the :able" oa-.- "On top of the table," in

:response to the question, "Where is the book?" They did the same when shuwn

drawings on the -overhead projector of objects that they named..for the teacher

to draw. Despite 'continuous reinforcement for correct responses, it seemed

that no headway ..ag'being.made.- Differences between the children's skill'in-

4

reception, shown by their abitisy to follow spoken directions, and their

production skill, or ability_to verbalize, wore very apparent,
0

A different sttategy was tried during the second phase of training In.
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which the childKen were asked to give commands Co the teacher. A chijdwduld

be shown a picture of a book on top of a table and the teacher'woulesay,

.Ths
"Tell me how to do this." The child would then be reinforced if he could as

.

"Put the book ors cop of the table." The' teacher would do exactly as the

child said, and if he said, "Put the book under the table," the'teadber wo.

do ac.. In this. way, the child was, given immediate feedback and could telii

Immediately if he wife right dr wrong. She would then say, this .tig "t?

and the -child or his 1,ergl,wattid lave the appxopriate,answer. "The isle

,

,behinsi the training $1,,A to apply natural contIngensies as they would ccur

in the environment of any child learning to use .cords prZtperly. .A1

.

"'instructing" the teacher was amusingt Prepositions evectually.lea, ned -

were on top of. under, insidef outside, between, and next to and /he
. .

situations shown on the stimulus cards eventually becaMe quite cohplex.

s

MgS412211EZ.
_
.

-.... °!, ..

Tice aim of this .training'was to increase ahe childrci's vocabulary.
I

. a

While many of them. not always know labela_for different objects, they

could/ofren describe thair use.. When shown a piciureof a wig, one )i.t1

said, "That's what iou put on your head whet yoU go to a party,"'andfor

neta boy said, "That's what you use to catch fish."Ikthj materials used

were t.00 pictures with the names for the piCtOres writein.in bloclelettIrs

at the'bottom of the,card:- The_pictures were part of a basal reader, program,

and the words used xc.:reSented each of twenty different initial consonant

sotuds to be learned. later. MOst of the pictures shOyed familiar.. objects'

but some showed'unfamilAaronea, such as Coilt-'and eat. Other objects were

/familiar onesbut given different labels, for exaxple ILE, which the children

ar_ quilt Which they called blanket.
*

The procedure for learning the new words. was much the same throughout



the term, In the rase rif words, the teacher would first hold up a card

and the -children would ratlie 1.-44eir hands it they ev 4nt it was. lf..no one

knew, the teacher would name the object, then reinforce ora or two lildren

for repeating the correct reponse. Usaal'y ten cards would be shown "ring

one session, *VT5.e well 'Ktlown and some not.. Difficult cards rem4ined In the

pack until most of the children hadlearned them. The teacher woul4 show the

cards one at a time, 3.ad the children raid their hands if they wished to

respond. Tliey woul.d.then answer and, .if correct, receive a letter. /f

chf Id answered.incorrertly, another child -would be called on. If .the item was

a difficult on the teacer would often say so, and fraise the child who

responded .cdrrectly'hy main g a statement such as "MU learned that really

hard one.-

Repetition of PhraseN

materials'used were Bill Martin Sounds of Language selections.

One goal was to ha v4.! the children repent precisely what was said, and in

doing so reinforce listning behavlors. Another waQ,to have them memorize

-certain short selbclions so that they wou:d' learn the idea of reading:, that

writing-.could e used to record something that Vas said. The selections used

also enabled them to develop a..4ense ci the predictability of language and

to learn to use pinguage

At first the teacher held up a hobk and read a ;hart phrases and tl,!

child wag c.11ed upon to repeat it, For some of the children. even the

precise repeEition of short phrases as quite difficult at Ole beginning< The

phrases wore gradually made longer and longer, and eventually the teacher no

.

_ longer said any of the phrases as the pictures in the stories .became cues

for-the.-11.11dren to recite whole selections by theTselves. A number of

selections were -memorized in this fashion, and eventually some sight



vocabulary. vas 'taught from the aelectio-s

SUht Vocahmlim

It wan not'intended to be n instruction in night vocabulary .during the

semester. Ho.-...ver, after became apparent that many -children could read

the names of almost ev one in the group. some instruction in sight

vocabulary was gi4en. The night vocabulary training espitalized on the

selections that most of the children had memorired. A favorite story was

chosen and_the children's own namen were substituted in short nentences,.

Seeing or hearing their naMen read proved to be very pleasing.

The'materials were words weitten on file cards and .placed in a holder.-

The wordre arranged in a short sentence in the tinlder and children were

called upon to read the story.- The story could remain the same for
4 1

several rounds with only different children's names being substituted. At

first the teacher pointed to the words to be read to reinforce reading ft.=

left to right. and later the children were able to read the short sentences

without any old.

Learning vas at. first hindered because many of them had:not yet realized

that wordtwere-individual units with fixed pronunclatiOns. Where they had

earlier.rattled off phrases and whole stories, they had now to attend to

individual wordS'as sein l i. However, most-were soon reading word -by word

. quite. deliberately,

Training Wan all,o given reading of individlail words in inolatioh,

ft card with a single word printed on it wan held up and a-chliC. would be caned

n.

tpon to read-the word. -This type saw drill was helpful in leading the children
-

-edh attend to the slight diFferences in similar words, such'anTatily and David.

;

auch a rases, the child void be required.to attend not only to the initial

connonant brit also to other letters within the word to read.it propetly



Siltattiatijoterest
Much of the trairting,\.:1ele.rthed

many t-lals. It became very ivortaat for the teacher co t Vary the.

O

took a great-deal or time and many..

lessoys Slightly from day to day. and to make them as int2resting for,the

children as posslb:e. Rigorous traintng in specific skills. utich it was

.

-felt-would be of the MO-ML use to these children. is often Inherently dull.
'

The teacher sought to,_sustain the childi".en's Interest and lively involvement
-...

f t

through the use of little tricks, Such comments as. "I Mire something new

for you today" or "Were going to do'something different" 'accompanied by-.
, .

some changejn"Materjals or routine-kept the classes moving. She would Also

- challenge the children by saying that she was trying to: trick then. This

would often MA*Vate

the sat

'The' use Of the- ev

of shou:ing h r.

centrate a little more in order to have

eat they were too clever to be tricked.

OPfascinated the-children. They waistedad prolcror.

for tufns_to write on i eyed seeing:pictures-drawn far them.

Discu sion

iterhAp: one- fourth or more of the child

,

income areas seem to

n in many classes in lower

require -A-special program which trill Provide them With

.

-instructionin skills needed before beginnin read. .Tbz procedures
.:.

described in this paper were aimed at developing oertai*atills whieb seemed

r
to.be of this kind. Good attentional.behaviors-formed the basis forthe .

program,

The-development of attentional behaitiors means: beginning at a very'
,

rudimentary level. llecause. most middle class childr61 leain to attend well

to adults long before enterfng school. attentional tiehaztiors way easily be

viewed as something children should already know. In fact, tt may seem so

obvious thof a child should be looking at and listenitig-to the teacher. thdt

40.

'
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these might not -even be regarded as skills ire themselves, much.less skills

that should be taught- in school.

Many,teachers do recognize the need to develop atientional bvhavlos, and

It may te this very concern that gives observers the impression that-many

primary classrooms are too structured and routine oriented, with too little

time.spent on aCaliemics. Children appear to spend too much time lining Up,,,

putting their heady down, or being quiet.- This 'apparent waste, of time may be

the result of teachers realizing the need to maintain children's attention,

and, therefore, trying to minimize distractions. However, since these

efforts are usually not part of a slseematic program, they do.end:up

taking a great deal of tame.
.

It is certainly not 'the intentko.recommend a full School day of

intensive specific-skill training, but rather to suggest a 4iily plan in which

there is a balance between-Structimed skills training and lively social

Interaction. A program in which at.tentional and other appropriate behaviors
/*"\

wouldbe developed systematically might in the long run, save a great deal

of teacher and student time, which could then be used in ways more enjoyable

to all: 1

One Pt=oblem in building attentional skills is in determining exactly

when a child isdattenclingAlnd'when he is not. Many children soon after

entering school become 'skilled in giving the kppearance of attending. One

need onlyiade the teacher, in some cases, or pick up -a pencil,nd hunch

over a piece :of in others. A teacher,is usually able to tell when

lOoking:atSchy face or at his-.assigned paper if he has been attending

'or not 'Floviever, it is extremely difficult for a teacher or an observer

Who does not\have frequent close contact ifith.thiehild to ,make the

'

discriminatiOn.betweed attending and nonattendini.

. .1 4
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One way of getting around this problem, particularly in situations in
1

which all of the class is supposed to be attending to the teacher. is by

shaping easily observable behaviors which become associated', with attending.

Nand raising Is one bc
.

avior that is frequently used), The. itdda-ofatny.
/ ..---

children waving their hands frantically in the air/Day seem petuljar, but
,

hand raising is a simple device which enables'the
/
teacher to discriminate

./ ri
attending from nonattending. Of course,-contiugencies must be carefully V

(

controlled:- The children must be taught/that if they-raise their hands they

will be called on to respond. and, therefore,. should know the correct response

to the teacher's questions. If correct respOnding is carefully reinforced

by the teacher, the children will soon learn that they.have to attend to

the lesson, as well as raise their hands, and thase who are not 'attending

will cot raise their hands.

Once the children are attending, it becomes important to train them

t: 'look and listen for significant information. It is stf'ten said that the

,listening skills of disadvantaged children need much development-. In the

procedures.tiescribed,"an attempt was made to train listening skills by

basing correct responding on the child's; repeating what:the teacher had
4,

said. Its the vocabulary training; the teacher told the-chilifthe name for

the object in the picture and the child was reinforced for repeating, it.

In the phrase repetition,: the child again had to repeat what was said by

the teacher To repeat azcurgtely,the child had first to attend and her

the words. These were imitational behaviors, and the child was

not, called upon to make use of information gained auditorily in a very

complicated way.
4

The prei.osttion training requireirc different kind of skill. It was

found at first, that just reinftcing the children for irritating the teacher's.
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words did net teach them to use the proper words in the presence of the

stimulus card. Reinforcement gave them an Imitational repertoire, but not

other skills needed to produce the prom. response, 'these other skills

included learning to discriminate visually between similar cards, such AS
d

one showing a book on lop of a table and another showing it under the table.

Attention to the relevant cues in the stimulus card, for example, the
a

position of the book,' was another skill. In a4ditiOnr, it was necessary ter. .

the children to attach the proper label, "on top of!! or "under," to describe'

the relationship of the objects shown in the atimulus card. "Thus, once the

.Children had the phrases in their speech repertoire, It was necessary to

change the training to develop other skills also needed toimakethe proper.

verbal response. The use of natural language contingencilp inthis type

of training in whiCh the teacher did exactly as the chi)d said, proVed

to beqUite effective.

There is an urgent need to develop effective skilln-training programs.
4ee

in the area of what is usually calledrekidiness. SySteMatic training of

attentional behaviors, which seems so importiht,*is rarely,. if everi4trOvided.

At the kindergarten or presChool level, it seems that attentional.behaviors

a

should be regarded as adademdc bV4WIEFIT-Nhd treaLed-as soh.. In the program

described here, an effort was made to reach other skills at the same time

. .

that attentional behaviors were'being heavily reilii&ccd, with the assumption

that the emphasis on attentional behaviors would facilitate the learning of

the other.skills:' Areas covered included the'building of a-strong invitational

repertoire and then repertdires of discrimination, attention to releVant

'cues, and proper
"?'

14beling through the use of language contingencies as they.

might occur in the environment. Itshould be possible tar design experiments

to test the effectivenessdifferent methods of providing_traimIng- in ,of

skills likethese,"and to find out which skills-have ,the most to contribute

in helping the child. iearn to read.'
V


